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ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigates Universal Verification Methodology’s (UVM) reuse possibilities. 

Initally, the object-oriented features of the UVM’s programming language SystemVerilog 

(SV), are introduced. Those features are one enabling factor in UVM reuse. 

The work also provides a brief overview to the development history of UVM and 

presents its properties. The structure of a conventional UVM testbench is also 

demonstrated. Finally, the features that make the UVM testbench more reusable are 

briefly introduced. 

In the practical part of the study, a UVM testbench is made for Nordic Semiconductor’s 

Introproject. The testbench was created with extensive comments so that beginners would 

get the most out of it. The methods that make the testbench reusable are also applied to 

the testbench. 

At the end of the practical part, the reuse possibilities of the testbench were tested by 

changing the Design Under Test (DUT). Modifications were made to the testbench in 

order to match the new features of the DUT. 

 

Key words: Universal Verification Methodology, SystemVerilog, Object-oriented 

programming, UVM reuse, UVM testbench. 
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Karhumaa J. (2021) UVM uudelleenkäytön analysointi. Oulun yliopisto, tieto- ja 

sähkötekniikan tiedekunta, elektroniikan ja tietoliikennetekniikan tutkinto-ohjelma. 

Diplomityö, 37 s. 

 

 

TIIVISTELMÄ 

Tämä diplomityö tutkii Universaalin varmennusmenetelmän (UVM) 

uudelleenkäyttömahdollisuuksia. Aluksi UVM:n ohjelmointikielen, SystemVerilogin olio-

ohjelmointipohjaisia ominaisuuksia käydään läpi. Nämä ominaisuudet ovat yksi 

mahdollistava tekijä UVM uudelleenkäytössä. 

Työssä tehdään lisäksi lyhyt katsaus UVM:n kehityshistoriaan ja esitellään myös sen 

ominaisuudet sekä tavanomaisen UVM-testipenkin rakenne. Lopuksi esitellään lyhyesti 

ominaisuuksia, jolla saa tehtyä UVM testipenkistä paremmin uudelleenkäytettävän. 

Työn käytännön osuudessa tehdään UVM-testipenkki Nordic Semiconductorin 

Introprojektiin. Testipenkki tehtiin laajasti kommentoimalla, jotta aloitteleva testipenkin 

tekijä saa siitä mahdollisimman paljon irti. Testipenkin tekemisessä käytettiin myös 

menetelmiä, joita esiteltiin aiemmassa teoriakappaleessa. 

Käytännön osuuden lopuksi testattiin testipenkin uudelleenkäyttöä muuttamalla 

testissä olevaa komponenttia. Testipenkkiin tehtiin muutokset, jolla se saatiin taas 

vastaamaan komponentin tarpeita. 

 

Avainsanat: Universaali varmennusmenetelmä, SystemVerilog, olio-ohjelmointi, UVM 

uudelleenkäyttö, UVM testipenkki. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

APB Advanced Peripheral Bus 

Covergroup Encapsulates a coverage model in SystemVerilog 

DUT Design Under Test 

HDL Hardware Description Language 

Interface Encapsulates signals into a block. For example, can be used to connect 

testbench and DUT 

IP Intellectual Property 

EDA Electronic Design Automation 

FIFO First-In, First-Out 

Modport Provides access restrictions to interfaces by specifying port directions. 

OOP Object-Oriented Programming 

OVM Open Verification Methodology 

PPI Programmable Peripheral Interconnect 

RAL Register Abstraction Layer 

RTL Register-Transfer Level 

SoC System on Chip 

SV SystemVerilog 

TLM Transaction Level Modeling 

UVC UVM Verification Component 

UVM Universal Verification Methodology 

VHDL VHSIC Hardware Description Language 

VHSIC Very High-Speed Integrated Circuit 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Verification is usually the most time-consuming factor in system on chip (SoC) designing.  

It can take up to 80% of the workload for the entire design [1].This is due to growing sizes of 

the designs and more complex components [2, 3, 4]. The whole design can integrate multiple 

Intellectual Properties (IP) from different vendors [5]. Reducing the time used for verification 

can significantly lower the cost of the whole design. 

Functional verification is one part of the verification. It is a task verifying that the logic 

design conforms the given specification. The functionalities of the design are simulated by 

creating stimulus for the logic design. The object creating the stimulus is called a testbench. 

Testbench also checks the behaviour of the design to find defects. Different kinds of stimulus 

can also be applied to the design by creating different kinds of tests. Tests can configure the 

testbench according to the needs. 

There are many ways to reduce the time used for verification and one of them is to reuse 

testbench code from previous projects. Testbench code reuse is easier if the code is modular 

and parameterizable. Additionally, the code must be closely related between the testbenches so 

that the time is saved and not wasted trying to make the code work in the new environment. 

At the moment, Universal Verification Methodology (UVM) is the best candidate for 

testbench reuse purposes. It was built on cooperation with EDA-tool vendors so most of them 

support it, so it is simulator independent [6]. UVM utilizes SystemVerilog and object-oriented 

programming. The reuse advantages that UVM provide are the modular testbench components, 

test separation from testbench and sequence methodology. In addition to those, UVM has its 

own unique mechanisms for configurations and factory. Factory, for example, enables a 

verification component swap without touching the component’s code. 

The goal of this work is to study the properties that make the testbench code reusable in 

UVM. Additionally, an example UVM testbench is constructed. The UVM testbench is created 

reusability in mind, so that those things learned will be put in use. Additionally, some changes 

are created to the design under test, so that the flexibility and reuse capabilities of the testbench 

could be seen. 

This thesis consists of eight chapters, introduction being the first one. Chapters 2-4 focus on 

the theory concerning this work. In second chapter object-oriented programming is introduced 

and the basic methodologies behind it. Chapter three is the introduction to UVM. UVM building 

blocks, structure and features are presented. Chapter 4 goes deeper into the UVM and the reuse 

characteristics of it are discussed. 

In chapter five, the UVM testbench constructed in this thesis is introduced. The reuse 

possibilities of the testbench are pondered. Additionally, the testbenches reuse capabilities are 

tested by first modifying the tested module, and then making changes to the testbench to match 

the new design. 

Chapter six analyzes the outcome of this thesis and how could this work be improved. 

Chapter seven is a recap of this thesis. Each main chapter is briefly described. The last chapter 

covers the references used in this work. 
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// Creating a handle and 

// an object 

 

initial begin 

    cl_Example Class1; 

    Class1 = new(); 

    Class1.ta_set_data(5); 

    $display("Data value: %0d" 

     ,Class1.fu_get_data()); 

end 

2 OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING 

 

Object oriented programming is method of programming where a system is considered as a 

collection of objects that interact together to accomplish certain tasks. Objects are entities that 

encapsulate data and procedures that operate on the data. [7] 

This chapter introduces a few features of object-oriented programming. These features make 

OOP efficient to create reusable code. There are also other advantages, such as code being faster 

to execute, providing a clear structure for the program and making the code easy to maintain 

and debug. The principles of OOP are presented mostly SystemVerilog (SV) in mind, but they 

also apply to other OOP languages. 

There are several languages that support object-oriented programming and most of them are 

class-based. Such languages are for example C++, C#, Java and hardware description language 

(HDL) SystemVerilog. In this paper all the code examples are written in SV as it is the language 

in UVM.  

 

 

2.1 Classes and objects 

In OOP, an object is a structure for incorporating data and the procedures for working with that 

data [8]. Class, however, is a definition and a template that enables the creation of new objects. 

Therefore, it is a description of the common characteristics of several objects. The objects 

comprising a certain class have this template in common. [9] An example of class and object in 

SV is shown in Figure 1. 

 

                   

Figure 1. Class and object instantiation in SV. 

 

This example class cl_Example consists of one attribute, integer, and two methods, one task 

and one function. In SV, function can perform calculations and only returns one value. Function 

can’t contain time consuming constructs that SV has, so it executes immediately. Task, on the 

other hand, can have unlimited number of outputs and can use time consuming constructs. In 

this example, time consuming constructs are not needed so task work similar to a function. 

Before creating an object from the class in the example, a handle is created for it. Then the 

object can be created with the new() constructor. After that, the data and methods in the object 

// Class definition 

 

class cl_Example; 

    int data; 

 

    task ta_set_data(int set_data); 

        data = set_data; 

    endtask 

 

    function int fu_get_data(); 

        return data; 

    endfunction 

endclass 
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can be accessed. In the example the variable data was set to 5 by using the task ta_set_data and 

then the value was obtained using the function fu_get_data. When the class variables are not 

encapsulated, you can also directly access and modify them by using the object handle.  

 

 

2.2 Encapsulation 

Inside objects, the data and methods can be private or public. This is another important feature 

in OOP called encapsulation. It gives the programmer a way to hide data and methods inside 

the object. Private variables and methods cannot be directly accessed outside the object but can 

be interacted through the object’s public functions. 

Encapsulation is especially important as a security feature, and it also makes the system more 

reliable. You know how the data can be accessed and how it can be manipulated. This also 

makes code maintenance easier, and it simplifies the debugging process. An example of 

encapsulation is shown in Figure 2. [8]  

 

     

Figure 2. Encapsulation in SV. 

 

The private variable in the example is loc_data which has been prefixed with a keyword 

local. SV has two keywords for private variables, local and protected.  

In the example, an object and a handle are first created as before. In test 1 the private data 

variable is accessed from outside the class using object handle which leads to a compilation 

error. The correct way to access the private variable is shown in test 2: using the methods 

declared in the class. 

 

//Class definition 

 

class cl_Example; 

    local int loc_data; 

 

    function void fu_set_data(int set_data); 

        loc_data = set_data; 

    endfunction 

 

    function int fu_get_data(); 

        return loc_data; 

    endfunction 

 

endclass : cl_Example 

 

 

//Test2 

//How to access private variables 

//using methods inside the object 

initial begin 

    cl_Example Class1 = new(); 

    Class1.fu_set_data(5); 

    $display("Data value: %0d \n” 

                   ,Class1.fu_get_data()); 

end 

 

 

//Test1 

//How not to access private 

//variables inside an object 

initial begin 

    cl_Example Class1 = new(); 

    //The following code line leads to 

    //a compilation error 

    Class1.loc_data = 5; 

end 
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2.3 Abstraction 

Abstraction is a mechanism to represent only essential features which are significant and to 

hide unimportant details. [9] Abstraction can also be seen as an extension of encapsulation. It 

differs from encapsulation in that it can conceal the details of a pattern for generating and 

manipulating objects while encapsulation conceals details inside objects [10]. 

To put it simple, abstraction focuses to show only the essential information in the code to 

the user. A good example of abstraction in UVM verification is that when the abstraction is 

correctly executed in the UVM testbench, the test writer does not need to care about how the 

data object is made or how the driver interacts with the DUT. He only needs to focus on the 

functionality that needs to be tested and verified. 

 

 

2.4 Inheritance 

Inheritance is one of the most useful tools in OOP in reuse point of view [8]. It allows to 

inherit the features of one class to another class. The old class and new class are called by the 

name pair parent-child, base-derived, super-sub and so on [9]. By using inheritance in large 

programs or designs, it can save many lines of code and the code becomes much easier to 

maintain. 

The main use inheritance is to combine general characteristics of some group into a parent 

class and then inherit it to multiple child classes. There is no limit how many times you can 

inherit from one parent class, but some languages have restrictions to different types of 

inheritances.  

The inheritance types are single-level, multilevel, multiple, hierarchical and hybrid. Single-

level inheritance means that we have just one base class and one derived class. In multilevel 

inheritance the child class derived from parent class is also inherited to other child class. 

Multiple inheritance allows a child to have more than one parent. In hierarchical inheritance 

multiple classes share the same base class. The derived classes then can become base class for 

other classes. Inheritance is hybrid when it involves both multilevel and multiple inheritances. 

[9] 

It must also be noted that not all languages support all types of inheritance. SystemVerilog, 

for instance, supports single-level, multilevel and hierarchical inheritances but does not support 

multiple or hybrid inheritances. Different inheritance types are also shown in diagrams in Figure 

3 and an example of inheritance in SV is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 3. Diagrams of different types of inheritances: a) Single-level, b) multilevel, c) hybrid, 

d) multiple and e) hierarchical. 

 

 

                                          
Figure 4. Inheritance in SV. 

class cl_Parent; 

    int data; 

endclass : cl_Parent 

 

class cl_Child extends cl_Parent; 

    int addr; 

endclass : cl_Child 

 

initial begin 

    cl_Child Class1 = new(); 

    Class1.data = 10; 

    Class1.addr = 5; 

    $display("Data value: %0d\n 

             Addr value: %0d" 

                    ,Class1.data 

                    ,Class1.addr); 

end 
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In Figure 4, first a parent class cl_Parent is created with variable data. Then a child class 

Class1 is created by extending the parent class and a variable addr is defined inside the child 

class. The object Class1 created from child class has the properties defined in the parent class 

and in the child class, in this case data and addr. This example is highly simplified and in actual 

situation parent class would contain a lot more properties and be most likely extended multiple 

times.  

 

 

2.5 Polymorphism 

Polymorphism in OOP means that multiple similarly named methods can all respond to the 

same method call in their own way [8]. This simplifies the code because it does not need to 

know which class type it is referencing. Polymorphism also enables to get rid of those often 

repeated if-else structures. 

In some languages you can create multiple similarly named methods inside an object. This 

type of polymorphism is called overloading [8]. In order to overloading to work, the functions 

must have different set of arguments. Overloading can be useful in many situations. For 

example, if you have an object that can access a list of people. The object for one person 

contains their name, social security number and some different information. To be able to find 

people by their name or social security number, two similarly named methods could be created. 

Another type of polymorphism is called overriding. In overriding, the classes inherited from 

same base class can respond to the same method call in their own way. Overriding can happen 

as long as the classes implement similarly named methods. Using keywords virtual in the base 

class method also enables to access the child class methods using base class handle [9].  

In Figure 5 an example of overriding is shown in SV language. SystemVerilog does not 

support method overloading. 
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Simulation log: 

 

Figure 5. Polymorphism in SV. 

 

This example has three classes, one base class and two classes extended from the base class. 

All the functions have the same function fu_display. In the base class the function is also defined 

as virtual. Virtual keyword enables to access the overridden methods with base class handle. In 

the test an array handle for base class and handles and objects from extended classes are created. 

Then the extended class handles are assigned to the base class. Fu_display function is called in 

the foreach-loop and because the base class display function is virtual, the functions in the 

corresponding child classes are executed. 

class cl_Base; 

    virtual function void fu_display(); 

        $display("Inside Base"); 

    endfunction : fu_display 

endclass : cl_Base 

 

class cl_Extended1 extends cl_Base; 

    function void fu_display(); 

        $display("Inside cl_Extended1"); 

    endfunction : fu_display 

endclass : cl_Extended1 

 

class cl_Extended2 extends cl_Base; 

    function void fu_display(); 

        $display("Inside cl_Extended2"); 

    endfunction : fu_display 

endclass : cl_Extended2 

 

//Test 

initial begin 

    cl_Base Base_h[2]; 

    cl_Extended1 Ext1 = new(); 

    cl_Extended2 Ext2 = new(); 

 

    Base_h[0] = Ext1; 

    Base_h[1] = Ext2; 

 

foreach (Base_h[i]) 

    Base_h[i].fu_display(); 

end 

Inside cl_Extended1 

Inside cl_Extended2 
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3 UVM OVERVIEW 

This chapter introduces UVM and its characteristics that make it a great alternative for 

verification. The history of UVM will be briefly introduced and after that the UVM testbench 

features are explained roughly. This includes UVM components, sequences and sequence 

items, interfaces and Transaction Level Modeling (TLM) interfaces and testbench structure. In 

addition to that, UVM phasing is gone through along with UVM factory and config database. 

Some UVM features that were left out in this overview were for example UVM reporting 

features and UVM Register Abstraction Layer (RAL) features [11]. Those were left out because 

the chapter would get unduly long. Though, it is good to be aware that such features exist. 

 

 

3.1 Introduction to UVM 

UVM is a class library for SV, a framework from which a fully functional testbench can be 

built. The only prerequisite for UVM is SystemVerilog. The primary advantage of UVM is that 

it specifies and sets guidelines on creating the testbenches. This will ensure uniformity between 

verification teams and improve cross-compatibility between IPs and thus increase reuse. [12, 

13] 

The Universal Verification Methodology was announced by Accelera on December 23rd, 

2009. Accelera Systems Initiative is an independent, non-profit organization composed of EDA 

tool vendors, SoC companies, IP suppliers and embedded software developers. Some to 

mention, AMD, ARM, Cadence, Synopsys and Siemens [14]. 

UVM was introduced on May 17, 2010. It was born through a script that converted Open 

Verification Methodology (OVM) prefixes into UVM prefixes. Some enhancements were 

added in terms of end-of-test and callbacks. [15] 

UVM has been developed for the past 12 years and the newest version UVM 2020-1.1 was 

released in February 2021. Earlier versions are also widely used. In April 2017 UVM was 

approved as an IEEE standard IEEE 1800.2 by IEEE Standards Association [16]. UVM version 

history can be seen in a timeline in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. UVM version history. 

 

 

3.2 UVM testbench 

3.2.1 Components 

UVM testbench is created from UVM components. Every component has a specific purpose 

and a well-defined interface to the rest of the testbench. All UVM components are inherited 
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from UVM component base class. Components are created during the build phase by using 

UVM factory methods. UVM components and their purposes are presented in Table 1. [11] 

 

Table 1. UVM components 

Component Purpose 

UVM Driver Obtains transactions from sequencer and drives them to the design 

through a virtual interface. 

UVM Monitor Captures signal activity from the design interface. Translates activity 

to data objects, transactions, which can be sent to other components 

for analysis.  

UVM Sequencer Generates data transactions as class objects and sends them to the 

driver.  

UVM Agent Encapsulates a driver, monitor and sequencer into a single unit. 

Instantiates and connects the components together. 

UVM Env Env or environment contains multiple, reusable verification 

components and defines their default configuration, according to the 

requirements of the DUT. 

UVM Test Checks and verifies specific features and functionalities of a design. 

Each test can modify the verification environment in their needs. 

UVM Scoreboard Contains checkers and verifies the functionality of the design. Usually 

receives transactions objects captured from the interfaces by monitors. 

UVM Subscriber Can listen to an analysis port and receive objects when an item is 

broadcasted via the connected port. Often used to collect coverage. 

 

UVM Verification Component (UVC) term is often used from a testbench that can verify a 

certain interface. So, it does not mean the same thing as UVM component. UVC contains all 

the UVM components necessary for that interface to be verified. Multiple UVCs can be used 

in a single testbench to verify different interfaces. UVCs can save time in verification as they 

are often flexible and easily installed. 

 

 

3.2.1.1 UVM test 

UVM test is a pattern to check and verify specific features and functionalities in a design. A 

lot of different tests are required to verify a complex design. Therefore, the whole testbench is 

put into a container, environment [12]. 

The test writer uses sequences as building blocks for each test. Usually, a base test is first 

created and then inherited to create different tests [17]. Each test can tweak knobs, 

enable/disable agents, change variable values in configuration tables and run different 

sequences on chosen sequencer [12]. 

 

 

3.2.1.2 UVM environment 

The environment is the top-level component of a testbench. Environment contains one or 

multiple agents, as well as other components such as coverage collector. Inheritance is the key 

OOP function when multiple agents are needed. The environment also contains configuration 
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properties that allows to customize the topology and behaviour. For instance, agent mode can 

be set to passive or active. Passive mode is useful when testbench is reused for system 

verification. [15] 

The environment is designed to provide a flexible, reusable and extendable verification 

component. The main function is to model behaviour by generating random and constrained 

stimulus, monitoring DUT responses for the stimulus and checking the validity of the activity. 

Environment also collects coverage. [15] 

 

3.2.2 Sequence and sequence item 

The random stimulus to the DUT is provided by creating sequences. Sequences include a 

series of transactions, sequence items. Sequences can be reused, extended, randomized and 

combined in various ways. [12, 18] 

The content in the sequence item is closely related to the drivers in the testbench. The driver 

relies on the content of the sequence items, and it determines its actions from them. The stimulus 

data provided by sequence item should generally be randomized and constrained to legal values. 

[11] 

When it comes to class inheritance, the UVM sequence inherits from the UVM sequence 

item class which inherits from the UVM object. So, both sequence and sequence item are 

objects rather than components. Objects have limited lifetime in the simulation while 

components stay in place for lifetime of the simulation. UVM sequence differs from UVM 

sequence item in that it contains a body method, in which other sequences or sequence items 

can be created or executed. [11] 

 

 

3.2.3 Interface and TLM-interfaces 

The SystemVerilog interface provides an organized container for related signals to simplify 

connections between modules. An interface can contain port, signal and variable declarations, 

modports and other interfaces but cannot include module instantiations. It can also contain 

initial and always blocks, tasks, functions, assertions, covergroups and classes. [11] 

In SystemVerilog class cannot make a reference to a signal without being declared within a 

module or interface scope where those signals are defined. That is why virtual interfaces are 

often created to bypass that problem. Via virtual interface the interface signals can be assigned 

and sampled. Monitors and drivers, for instance, interact with the DUT interface via virtual 

interfaces. [11] 

TLM interface is an interface that UVM provides for communication between modules. In 

TLM interface data is represented as transactions. This brings a higher level of abstraction 

which helps dealing with large interfaces. TLM interface also isolates components from the 

other components. This allows to make changes in one component or even swap a component 

to another without modifying the interface. [12] 

UVM TLM provides several connection types, so called TLM-interfaces, ports, exports, imp 

ports, analysis ports and FIFOs. Each interface can also be blocking, non-blocking or 

combination of these two. Blocking interface means that if blocking type method is used on 

interface, method will not return until transaction is sent or retrieved. Non-blocking, on the 

other hand, tries to deliver or get the transaction immediately, without consuming simulation 

time. Sometimes the delivery might fail in non-blocking case because target component can be 

busy. [19] 
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3.2.4 Testbench structure 

UVM testbench is constructed hierarchically. At the top level are the tests, interface, DUT 

and checker. Inside a test is a config which can modify the environment and run different sets 

of sequences. Interface connects the DUT and testbench together and checker monitors the 

interface behaviour. 

Inside the environment are the agents, scoreboard, virtual interface, coverage collector and 

environment config. Virtual sequencer passes the sequences from the test to the sequencers, 

which then send them to the drivers inside the agents. Driver can drive the sequence objects to 

the DUT via interface. Monitors inside the agents monitor the interface signals and passes the 

data objects to the scoreboard. Scoreboard checks if the interface signals match the reference 

model behaviour. Coverage collectors collects the coverage from the items generated by 

monitor.  

An example of UVM testbench structure can be seen in Figure 7. This testbench has 2 agents 

which are connected to the same interface with the DUT. 

 

 
Figure 7. UVM testbench. 

 

When UVM components are correctly assembled into a testbench, the result is a modular 

reusable verification environment. It also allows the test writer to focus on the functionality that 

needs to be verified instead of how the test interacts with the DUT. [11] 
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3.3 Phasing 

All testbench components derived from UVM components are aware of the UVM phases. Each 

of them goes through a pre-defined set of phases. Previous phase must always be finished in 

every component before proceeding to the next phase. Phases allow UVM testbench to have 

consistent execution flow.  

There are three groups of phases, which are executed in the following order: 

1. Build phases 

2. Run-time phases 

3. Clean up phases 

 

Those phases are divided into smaller parts which are functions or tasks. As mentioned in the 

OOP chapter, functions do not consume simulation time while tasks do. [11, 12] 

UVM phases are shown in executing order in a diagram in Figure 8.  

 

 
Figure 8. UVM Phases. 

 

Build time phases are executed at the start of the testbench simulation and their purpose is 

to construct, configure and connect the testbench component hierarchy. All the methods in the 

build phase are functions so they are executed in simulation time zero. There are three build 

time phases: Build, connect and end-of-elaboration. [11] 

During run time phases the testbench stimulus is created and executed. There are 6 run-time 

phases and 4 of them are executed parallel to run phase. The phases are start-of-simulation, run, 

reset, configure, main and shutdown. Reset, configure, main and shutdown also include pre- 

and post-phases to increase flexibility. These phases are executed in order and in parallel with 

run phase. [11, 12] 

The run phase is implemented as a task, and all run phases in UVM-components are executed 

in parallel. Run phase is usually used by tests, monitors and drivers. The parallel run-time 

phases should only be called from the test and the environment to start sequences. So, they 

should not be implemented in drivers or monitors. [11] 

In the clean-up phases the information gathered during the simulation to scoreboards and 

functional coverage monitors are extracted to determine if the test passed or reached its 

coverage goals. The clean-up phases are functions, so they are executed in zero time. They are 

executed from the bottom to the top of the component hierarchy. The clean-up phases are 

extract, check, report and final. [11] 
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3.4 Factory 

UVM factory is a mechanism to improve flexibility and scalability of the testbench by allowing 

the user to substitute class objects by its inherited child classes. [12] The mechanism is called 

overriding which was introduced in OOP chapter before. Factory override can be done without 

changing the testbench code or structure. Any components to be swapped must be 

polymorphically compatible. This includes for example same TLM interface handles and TLM 

objects created by the replacement. There are also some coding conventions in order to take 

advantage of the factory. [11] 

First coding convention is the registration to the factory. The registration code has a regular 

pattern, and it comprises of the following: 

• A UVM-component-registry wrapper, typedef to type id 

• A static function to get the type id 

• A function to get the type name. [11] 

 

Second coding convention is about constructors’ defaults. Constructors for UVM-

component and UVM-object are virtual methods with a prototype template. In order to support 

postponed construction during the build phase, the factory constructor should contain defaults 

for the constructor arguments. This allows a factory registered class to be built inside the factory 

using the defaults and then the class properties can be re-assigned to the arguments passed via 

the create method of the UVM-component-registry wrapper class. The defaults are different for 

components and objects. [11] 

Third coding convention is about component and object creation. The components are 

created during the build phase using the create method of the UVM-component registry. First, 

the class is constructed and then after the name and parent arguments are assigned, the handle 

will be assigned to the class. Because the UVM build process is top-down, the high-level 

components and configurations can control what will be built. [11] 

 

 

3.5 Config database 

UVM also has a built-in database table in which values can be stored with any name. Values 

can be retrieved later by other testbench components. The UVM-config-db class is the 

recommended way to access the database. Config database offers set and get methods to put 

and retrieve the information from the database. The database has no limits on the parameter 

type, it can be class, UVM-object, virtual interface or any valid SV data type. Resources are 

stored in the database into a name table and a type table, so the data can be retrieved both by 

name and type. [11, 12, 19] 

UVM config database is often used to pass configuration objects from high-level testbench 

components to lower-level components or pass a virtual interface to the test. Configuration 

objects can for example enable and disable coverage. [11, 12] 
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4 UVM REUSE 

Creating reusable UVM testbench is relatively complicated and requires hardware, software 

and verification skills. UVM enables reuse but does not guarantee it. Reuse also does not come 

for free because it obviously takes engineering time and effort, but it can be gained back in the 

reuse. Often creating reusable testbenches is overwhelming for less experienced UVM 

programmers because in order to create a good testbench, a lot of factors need to be considered. 

The UVM features introduced in chapter 3 are needed just in making a basic testbench. But in 

order to create more flexible and reusable testbench, you need also consider coding style 

guidelines, randomizing, constraints and parameterizing. [20] 

In addition, there are several different ways how UVM testbench can be reused. The 

verification components can be reused between different environments or hierarchies and the 

verification environment can be used between projects. Also, a good testbench pattern or 

structure is highly valuable when creating a completely new testbench. [21] 

This chapter will introduce some ways how the reusability of the UVM testbench can be 

improved. Additionally, it will introduce in which ways the reuse can be done. Two general 

reuse paradigms, vertical and horizontal reuse will also be introduced. 

 

 

4.1 Vertical and horizontal reuse 

Vertical and horizontal reuse are terms which are used to describe the context on how the 

verification parts are reused. Horizontal reuse usually means that a verification component is 

reused at the same level of abstraction using the same role. Vertical reuse, however, refers to 

that the component is used at a different level of abstraction and possibly with a changed role. 

[22, 23] 

Horizontal reuse of testbench is achieved by configuration, adaptation and flexibility. This 

means that the code is designed for multiple use-cases. In good horizontal reuse all the same 

testbench components are reused as in original design, including the stimulus, checks and 

coverage. [21] 

Vertical reuse is harder to prepare than horizontal reuse because the testbench role changes 

and the use-case is unknown. Preparing for vertical reuse demands effort from the implementer 

and only adds value for the re-user. Vertical reuse can be obtained by proper encapsulation and 

extensibility. In good vertical reuse testbench the code is designed to allow the user to do other 

things with the code. [21] 

Examples of horizontal and vertical reuse are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. In Figure 9 

UVM verification component (UVC) is reused horizontally for verifying a different DUT. The 

role of the UVC stays the same. In Figure 10 UVM verification component is reused vertically 

from component-level testbench to top-level testbench. In component-level testbench the UVC 

is in active mode thus providing stimulus to the DUT. In top-level testbench the reused UVC is 

in passive mode, and it only listens the component interfaces inside the DUT. 
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Figure 9. Horizontal reuse of an UVC (reuse with different DUT). 

 

 
Figure 10. Vertical reuse of an UVC (active and passive UVM component).  

 

 

4.2 Coding style guidelines 

In order to make the UVM code reusable internally and externally, the basic coding 

guidelines should be followed. General coding style is also easier to maintain and debug. This 

section will introduce some ways to make the code more readable and efficient and thus more 

reusable. 
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One guideline of coding is naming. Every attribute, class, function must have a name. The 

name should be descriptive and preferably short. Name should only contain alphanumerical 

characters and the use of upper and lower characters should be fixed. It is also good to have a 

consistent pre- and postfix usage to delineate type names. For example, cl_error, ta_reset and 

test_pkg have prefixes according to their types, class, task and package. 

Second guideline is the use of parentheses and brackets. Parentheses should especially be 

used in Boolean conditions which might be hard to read and understand. It also prevents from 

making mistakes with operator precedence issues. [24] 

Third guideline is to keep to code as simple and easy to read as possible. Everyone has 

their own unique way of coding so commenting helps others to catch on with your intentions. 

Commenting also improves the structure of the code. Writing one statement per line and using 

spaces and alignment makes the statements more readable. Alignment is a swift way to make 

your code look more organized and multiple code editors support it. In Figure 11, an example 

I2S config file is shown in unaligned and aligned format. [24] 

 

                         

                         

Figure 11. Use of alignment for clearer code. 

 

Additionally, do not copy-paste similar code snippets all over your code. Planning the 

abstraction of your design helps to get rid of redundancies. Repetition of if-else statements can 

often be replaced with case statements or in more professional way with the use of 

polymorphism. 

Finally, it must also be reminded that companies have their own preferable guidelines for 

coding. These guidelines are meant to unify the code between projects and files so it will be 

more understandable for everyone. 

 

 

4.3 Randomization and constraints 

Randomization the stimulus is one of the key features in UVM. With random stimulus you can 

increase the reusability of the sequences. Additionally, when the whole UVM component is 

reused horizontally with changes on some parameters, sequences do not necessarily need to be 

modified if it has been constrained with parameters correctly in the first place. 

When creating random variables for sequence items, SV randomizing features $random and 

$urandom should not be used. They are less powerful and less stable than the built-in UVM 

int data_width; 

int sample_width; 

typedef enum {SLAVE, MASTER} mode_t; 

typedef enum {LEFT, RIGHT} alignment_t; 

typedef enum {I2S, RIGHT} format_t; 

typedef enum {STEREO, RIGHT, LEFT} channel_t; 

 

 int                data_width; 

int               sample_width; 

typedef enum {SLAVE, MASTER}           mode_t; 

typedef enum {LEFT, RIGHT}           alignment_t; 

typedef enum {I2S, ALIGNED}           format_t; 

typedef enum {STEREO, RIGHT, LEFT} channel_t; 
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randomization. UVM randomization also provides capability for more complex constrains 

which are sometimes needed in testbenches. [20] 

Sequence items should also be constrained according to your testbench parameters, for 

example data width and address width. Enumerated sequence variables can also help creating 

wanted outputs and loops to manage large sets of control knobs [25]. Poor sequence architecture 

compromises reuse and effectiveness and indicates of limited understanding of constrained 

random stimulus. Correct encapsulation enables test reuse. Test should always be a combination 

of sequences. [20] 

 

 

4.4 Parameterizing and configurability 

Parameterizing testbench is particularly important because a lot of the design IPs are 

parameterized so that they can be used in multiple contexts. Generate-if statements are also a 

common way to define whether some specific logic is available in the design or not.  

Parameterizing enables flexibility of the testbench and enables horizontal reuse, but it comes 

with a cost of more complex code which is also harder to maintain. With configurability the 

testbench can change according to the needs of the DUT. [21] 

However, parameterizing classes in the same way as in the register-transfer level (RTL) code 

can become problematic in UVM. For example, if you parameterize a monitor, the agent 

creating the monitor needs to be parameterized as well. Otherwise, there is no way to get the 

parameter to the monitor. And if the agent is parameterized, environment needs to be 

parameterized and so on up in the hierarchy. Finally, the parameters are all over the testbench. 

[26, 27] 

Luckily there are other alternatives in addition to class parameterizing. In maximum 

footprint technique the parameters are set to the largest possible value. DUT uses only a needed 

slice of the testbench interface. Maximum footprint testbench can also be enhanced with an 

interface wrapper. Interface wrapper is class parameterized interface which also contains a 

maximum footprint interface to the testbench. [28] 

UVM verification components usually have certain knobs that can be configured by 

changing the parameters in the config files. Agents can be set to operate either in passive or 

active mode. In active mode, the agent will instantiate sequencer and driver and will drive 

transactions to the DUT. In passive mode it will only monitor the signals changing in the DUT 

interface. Similarly, config usually contain bits to enable coverage collection and protocol 

check in a monitor. [12] 

Config should also contain other important design specific configuration parameters, such 

as number of provider and consumer agents in the environment, clock speed of a bus, modes of 

an operation and so on. Config knobs are usually passed to other components with the usage of 

UVM config database. 
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5 INTROPROJECT UVM TESTBENCH 

In this chapter the Introproject DUT is introduced and testbench is constructed for it. The 

testbench can be used as training and introduction material for UVM learner. The testbench 

introduces different features of the UVM and shows how to construct the testbench 

The characteristics of the testbench are discussed which makes this testbench reusable. For 

example, parameterization of different properties and configurability of the features in the 

testbench. 

Lastly, some possible reuse cases are also tested in practise. FIFO parameters were tweaked 

to find out if the testbench could handle that. In addition to that, a new event and task were 

added to the DUT to see how much the testbench needed to be modified. 

 

 

5.1 Introproject DUT 

The Introproject DUT consists of 5 different modules which are Advanced Peripheral Bus 

(APB), Programmable Peripheral Interconnect (PPI), Core, RequestControl and 

PowerAndClockControl modules. APB module also has EventsAndIrq module integrated into 

it and Core module has a first-in first-out (FIFO) register inside. FIFO works in a way that the 

data that comes in first is also leaves first. Introproject RTL code was already created for this 

project before, so only the UVM testbench was constructed. 

Core module is controlled with task signals, which are driven to it by APB module. The task 

signals are push and pop. Push is used to set the data from dataIn to FIFO and pop is used to 

take the data out from FIFO. The data taken out from FIFO is written to dataOut. Core also 

generates event signals according to the status of the FIFO. These signals are full, empty, 

overflow and underflow. Full and empty obviously refer to empty or full FIFO. Overflow occurs 

when a full FIFO is pushed, and underflow occurs when an empty FIFO is popped. Event 

signals are handed to APB module from Core. The signals going in and out of the Core module 

can be seen in Figure 12, where the whole Introproject DUT is shown.  
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Figure 12. Introproject DUT 

 

APB is the main interface in the design. It can be used to enable and disable the other 

modules and the features inside the modules. For example, the Core module must first be 

enabled to be able to write to the FIFO. To enable the write and read to FIFO, tasks and events 

must be enabled in PPI module. APB can also define the events that can generate the interrupt 

signal IrqIntroProject. Interrupt signals are generated by EventsAndIrq module inside the APB 

module.  

The PPI module contains registers for the tasks and events. The registers can be written to 

trigger a wanted task. The tasks can be launched by driving PPI interfaces ppiConsumer pin or 

writing to the task register with APB interface. The tasks go first to the APB module which 

drives them to the Core. The event signals generated by Core also end up in the PPI module via 

APB module. The events coming to PPI go out of the DUT in ppiBusProducer pin. 

The last two modules are ReqControl which handles the clock requests of the other modules 

and PowerAndClockControl which handles the power and clock delivery in the design. Those 

two modules are important for the function of the whole design but will not be in our focus in 

the testbench. 

 

 

5.2 Introproject UVM testbench 

The Introproject testbench construction started with an already existing script that generated a 

frame for the Introproject testbench. That script also included a complete APB UVC agent. PPI 

UVC environment, including consumer and producer agents, was already created so it just 

needed to be installed to the testbench. 

Most of the work were put in creating the environments and agents for the Core and 

EventsAndIrq modules. Also, the UVM environment components, monitor, virtual sequencer 

and especially scoreboard, which contains the reference model of DUT, took a lot of effort. In 
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this work, the environments created for EventsAndIrq and FIFO are called Universal 

Verification Components (UVCs), as they can be used to verify the corresponding module as a 

DUT. The complete Introproject UVM testbench is shown in Figure 13. 

 

 
Figure 13. Introproject UVM testbench 

 

 

5.3 Reuse aspects of the testbench 

In this chapter the characteristics that make the testbench reusable, are discussed. Only the 

components that were created for this project are observed. This excludes the PPI UVC 

(PPI_ENV in Figure 13) and APB UVC (APB_UVC_AGENT in Figure 13) that were merely 

installed to the testbench. 

The reuse characteristics are parameterizing, configurability, randomized stimulus, config 

database overwrite. Additionally, the possibilities of vertical and horizontal reuse are discussed 

in the last chapter. 

 

 

5.3.1 Parameterizing 

The FIFO RTL code allows it to be extended both by adding more data elements to be stored 

(FIFO depth) and by adding more bits to the data element size (FIFO data width). So, it is 

important that the testbench can also easily extend and cover the whole FIFO register base. 

In order to make the FIFO components inside the environment and interface as flexible as 

possible, maximum data width for FIFO data was declared in FIFO package. Therefore, so 
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called maximum footprint technique was used. The maximum width was used to create most 

of the components. This allows the usage of the FIFO UVC (FIFO_ENV in Figure 13) without 

always needing to parameterize environment, items, interfaces and ports individually when 

creating them. The actual DUT parameters are stored in configs. The config values are used in 

coverage and reference model to match the actual width of the RTL model. 

The DUT also contains tasks and events. PPI module was already parameterized to handle 

more tasks and events, so it was tempting to make other testbench components parameterized 

for them as well. The scoreboard was made in a way that new task would only need to be added 

to task array and the logic to recognize when it would be activated. The FIFO events were 

created in a similar way. EventsAndIrq UVC (EventsAndIrq UVC in Figure 13) also contains 

events to create interrupt signal, so it was parameterized in similar fashion as FIFO UVC 

register parameters, using the maximum footprint technique. 

All the DUTs parameters were declared in the base test file, and they were passed to the 

components using the UVM config database. If some test needed to use other settings, they 

could simply overwrite the parameters.  

 

 

5.3.2 Configurability 

The UVCs created for the testbench (EventsAndIrq and FIFO) allows the user to configure 

whether to enable coverage or checks. In addition to that both can be used in active or passive 

mode. Passive mode UVC only has monitor to observe data from interfaces whereas active 

mode UVC has sequencer and driver to generate stimulus in addition to monitor. Having active 

and passive modes in UVC enables vertical reuse.  

The Introproject testbench top config also has check enable and coverage bits. The check bit 

enables or disables the reference model compares from the Introproject scoreboard. The whole 

environment can also be used as passive. 

The configs for the UVC agents are also created in the base test file. Then they are passed to 

wanted testbench components using UVM config database. 

 

 

5.3.3 Randomized stimulus 

Both EventsAndIrq and FIFO UVCs have randomized sequence items and sequence libraries 

which is basically mandatory feature to use in UVM. Sequences are also created in a way that 

they can be easily constrained if needed. This was later tested when a new task was created for 

the RTL model. 

Because this testbench has multiple sequencers and drivers, there is a virtual sequencer in 

the Introproject environment, which delivers the sequences for every sequencer. There is also 

an environment sequence library which contains sequences that can be run in that virtual 

sequencer. Those environment sequences combine the sequences created for other UVCs to do 

something in the DUT. For example, to properly execute a push task for FIFO, you need to 

drive the push task in PPI or APB driver and drive the dataIn pin with dataIn driver at the same 

time. The sequences created in environment library are used in the test cases created for the 

DUT. 
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5.3.4 Overwrite with config database 

The default driver created for FIFO UVC can drive all the input pins of the Core module in the 

Introproject. That is good for reusability as we can use it in any case when we have a similar 

kind of FIFO module. However, in Introproject DUT most of the signals, ckCore, arstCore, 

rstCore, push, pop and enable are driven from APB module. Only the dataIn pin needs to be 

driven from the testbench. 

To fix this issue we can use a UVM factory override method to replace the default FIFO 

driver. The replacement driver must be a child object of the overridden class, so dataIn driver 

was created by inheriting FIFO driver. DataIn driver can drive the same transaction items as 

FIFO driver, but it only drives the dataIn pin. DataIn driver is also timed to drive the pin at the 

same time as the push task coming from APB. The factory override command and the factory 

override are demonstrated in Figure 14.  

 

        

    
Figure 14. FIFO driver UVM factory override 

 

 

5.3.5 Vertical and Horizontal reuse 

Vertical reuse is hard to prepare in advance. It meant reusing the testbench in a different role, 

so the use case may even be unknown in advance. Vertical reuse was considered when 

designing the testbench by encapsulating the components in their own classes. Additionally, a 

lot of the testbench parameters allow the user to extend the testbench. The whole testbench or 

the UVCs alone can be used in passive mode, which is one type of vertical reuse.  

Horizontal reuse was easier to prepare in advance. Horizontal reuse meant that the role of 

the testbench stays the same, but there are some changes in the DUT. Horizontal reuse is made 

possible in the testbench by proper parameterization for the design. For instance, FIFO UVC is 

parameterized for FIFO register width and depth. Also, the EventsAndIrq and the Introproject 

top testbench components are parameterized and easily configurable for event and task 

factory.set_type_override_by_type(fifo_pkg::fifo_master_driver::get_type(), 

IntroProject_env_pkg::IntroProject_fifoIn_driver::get_type()); 

 

Type override 
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additions and removals. Horizontal reuse was also tested later by adding an event, task and 

changing the FIFO register size. 

 

 

5.4 Reuse tests 

In this chapter the testbench is modified to match some possible RTL changes that it could 

encounter. The FIFO register parameters were changed, and a new event and task was added to 

the FIFO logic. 

After the changes were made to the RTL, the testbench was then modified to match the new 

RTL model. Usually, most of the work was put to the reference model of the DUT in these 

reuse cases. The tests were run after the change was made to the testbench to see if it worked 

and if the coverage included the changes in them. 

 

 

5.4.1 Changing FIFO register parameters 

The first reuse test was to randomly choose the parameters for the FIFO RTL register which 

include register width and depth. This reuse case is probably the most expected one. All tests 

were then run for each parameter set. After each test the results were reviewed to see whether 

the testbench behaved correctly.  

When running one of the tests, a bug was found in the environment scoreboard. The bug did 

not occur when using the parameter set that was used for most of the time. However, the bug 

was easily fixed, and it also shows the importance of testing with multiple parameters. The tests 

were run with 10 different parameter sets and no more bugs were found.  

The coverage was also checked after the tests that was created by the FIFO UVC. It was also 

checked that coverage was created for the whole FIFO register regarding to the parameters. 

Coverage seemed to work flawlessly, and all the FIFO registers got hit after the tests were run. 

Altogether, changing the FIFO register parameters to match the RTL model was a simple 

task. Only the corresponding parameters in the base test file needed to be changed. All the 

testbench components and UVC agents got the parameters from the base test file. 

 

 

5.4.2 Adding a new event 

In this reuse case a new event was created to the Introproject RTL code to see how the testbench 

handles the addition. An event was chosen to notify when FIFO register is half filled, so the 

event name is halffull. The addition to the testbench was quite a little effort. Only 4 different 

files on the testbench needed to be modified to be able to handle the new event.   

First file was the base test file, which includes the config values to the PPI and EventsAndIrq 

UVC agents. So, the new event needed to be added to the event arrays that both configs have. 

The event also needed to be added to the event array of the scoreboards reference model. The 

address to enable the PPI channel for this event also needed to be added to the Introproject 

enable sequence. The last bit was to modify the reference model to know when the new event 

would get activated. The event was not added to the FIFO UVC agent because that would 

increase the workload significantly. Besides, addition to FIFO UVC is not even that useful 

because Introproject scoreboard and monitor only use the data that goes in and out of the FIFO.  
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All in all, adding an event was a really simple process. The hardest part was to update the 

reference model to match the RTL model, but it was only a couple of lines of code. The 

comparison between RTL model and reference model was created automatically when the event 

was added to the scoreboards event array. Also, the coverage for the new event was 

automatically added by the PPI UVC. In Figure 15 the scoreboard report of the data 

comparisons are shown. As seen from the picture, the event data comparison worked 

seamlessly. 

 

                               
Figure 15. Scoreboard report after adding new event 

 

The reusability for events could be further enhanced by creating one array which is passed 

with config database. That array could then be used in multiple places and changes would only 

be needed to do in that one array. 

 

 

5.4.3 Adding a new task 

In this reuse case a new task was added to the Introproject RTL model. The goal was to see 

how much does the testbench needed to be modified after that. The new task chosen for FIFO 

was called pull. Pull task is supposed to revert the last push event. So, when the pull event is 

triggered, the latest data pushed to FIFO register is removed. The pull event may not actually 

be that useful in FIFO design, but the main point of the new event is the changes caused to the 

testbench. 

Compared to addition of a new event, this involved a bit more work to the testbench because 

the new event needed to be driven to the DUT. Similarly, the base test file was modified first 

to add the task to PPI configs task array. Also, the task arrays and enable address for the task in 

@ 292.128 us: uvm_test_top.IntroProject_env. 

IntroProject_env_scoreboard 

################################### 

## SUCCESSFULL DATA COMPARISONS:    

################################### 

# Fifo data:                 =     1064 

# event_empty:           =     10 

# event_full:                =     11 

# event_halffull:          =     11 

# event_overflow:       =     11 

# event_underflow:     =     10 

# Irq data:                    =     65 

################################### 

##    FAILED DATA COMPARISONS:      

################################### 

# Fifo data:                  =    0

# event_empty:           =     0 

# event_full:                =    0 

# event_halffull:          =    0 

# event_overflow:       =    0 

# event_underflow:     =    0 

# Irq data:                    =    0 
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scoreboards reference model were updated. After the reference model was updated, the new 

task needed to be implemented to the testcases. The tasks could easily be constrained by already 

created sequences. 

Overall, adding a new task was almost as easy as adding an event. The only difficulty it 

caused was that new stimulus needed to be created for the tests. The reusability could be 

enhanced in similar fashion as with events, creating only one task array and use it in multiple 

places. In addition to that, some of the sequences could take the config task values and 

randomize the sequence according to that. The task would then be executed in the tests if that 

sequence had been used in them. 

 

 

5.4.4 Results of the reuse tests 

The results of the reuse cases were promising. The FIFO register size could easily be modified, 

and the event and task were quite easy to add to the testbench. Even though the results were 

promising, this only proves that the testbench is only reusable in those cases and not in the 

others. And because this testbench is not part of any actual product, this is not meant to be 

reused at all in the future.  

If more time could be spent on testing the reusability, the whole testbench could be tested as 

passive. So, vertical reuse would be tested as well. Reuse could also be tested with a different 

DUT so that only some parts of the environment would be used. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

The goal of this thesis was to research the reusability in UVM. The work was done in order to 

find ways to speed up the functional verification process by finding ways to make the 

testbenches reusable. Because there is no absolute answer to the reuse problem, the result can 

only be discussed. Also, there are so many possible reuse cases for the different testbench 

components, that covering all of them would be impossible with a practical testbench example. 

The acquired results fulfil the goal set for this study. Many ways to improve the reusability 

were found and the testbench constructed proved to be somewhat reusable. However, creating 

reusable testbenches may not always be the fastest and most efficient way to do verification. 

The reason for that is because creating reusable testbench takes more time than an ordinary 

testbench. If the testbench has special modules that are never or rarely used, it might be better 

not to care that much about horizontal reuse. 

There was not much previous research of this topic. However, there were many papers from 

the developer of UVM, Accelera, that discussed about the UVM features that enhance 

reusability. Those papers included wide variety of examples how not to utilize some feature 

and what are the mistakes people often make with them. In addition, the proper way to utilize 

them were shown. Many of those papers were used as a reference material in this work. 

One part of this thesis was to construct a reusable UVM testbench. The reuse techniques 

learned while studying the theory were put in use while doing the testbench. The testbench was 

also thoroughly commented. The testbench seemed to be somewhat reusable but is in no means 

perfect for the reuse purposes. However, a good, reusable testbench may be hard to construct 

by an expert, let alone by a beginner. 

The work put in creating the testbench took a lot of time. A better draft in the beginning 

would probably have achieved better results both timewise and considering the reusability of 

the testbench. Occasionally, a lot of the testbench needed to be redone because of the mistakes 

made in the code. Those included errors that had been repeated all over the code, so it was just 

better to start over. A lot has been learned from those mistakes, though. Those errors could also 

be prevented by regular code reviews by more experienced verification engineer. 

The things that helped a lot creating the testbench was the code frame created by the script. 

In addition to that, learning the theory of object-oriented programming and UVM beforehand 

helped a lot in the coding process.  

This topic could be further researched in many ways. For example, two testbenches could 

be constructed from existing UVM components and from scratch to see how much does reusing 

save time. Or two UVM testbenches could be created, one before learning UVM reuse 

techniques and one after studying reuse. Then the testbenches could be compared to see how 

they differ. Another future example of reuse could be to reuse UVM testbench from lower level 

in upper level. So, that would mean a vertical reuse case. 
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7 SUMMARY 

Because verification takes so much time and effort, new ways to reduce time used is extremely 

important. Functional verification, which makes use of testbenches, is one example of 

verification styles. To speed up functional verification, the testbenches between projects could 

be reused. 

This thesis is a study of UVM reuse. The aim was to research the characteristics that makes 

UVM testbench reusable. Additionally, a UVM testbench was constructed with reuse properties 

in mind. After that some changes were made to the DUT and then testbench was modified to 

match the RTL changes. 

In the first text chapter, an overview of object-oriented programming was given. The basic 

methodology and characteristics of it were explained. Examples of the features in object-

oriented programming were also given in SystemVerilog language.  

In the next chapter, UVM was taken for a closer look. First, the history of UVM was briefly 

introduced. Then the UVM components, testbench structure, phases, factory and config 

database features were demonstrated. In the following chapter, a deeper look was taken into 

UVM. The ways how the UVM testbench can be built reusable, were discussed. Terms like 

horizontal and vertical testbench reuse were explained as well. 

After the theory, the Introproject DUT was introduced. The tasks of the RTL modules were 

briefly explained, and a block diagram of the whole structure was shown. Then the construction 

of the UVM testbench for the Introproject was demonstrated. The testbench was built using 

those ways, that make UVM testbenches reusable. 

Following the testbench construction, the reuse possibilities of it were analyzed. 

Parameterizing, configurability, sequence randomizability capabilities were discussed, along 

with vertical and horizontal reuse possibilities. After the analyzis, the DUT RTL was modified 

in three different ways in order to test its flexibility. In the reuse cases the FIFO register size 

was modified multiple times, a new task and a new event were added to the DUT. 

The results of the reuse tests were promising. In all three reuse cases the testbench only 

required a few changes took a little time. However, this does not correspond to an actual reuse 

of the testbench, but certainly confirms that some aspects of the testbench are easily 

customizable. 

All in all, the main goal of this thesis was to find the reuse aspects in UVM, that allows the 

testbenches to be reused. A lot of different answers were certainly found, but there are no exact 

responses to the reuse problems. A lot of UVM’s reusability comes from its object-oriented 

programming features and the modular structure of it. There are also a lot of useful features 

embedded in the UVM, such as randomization and UVM factory features. It must also be said 

that because there are so many of those features, there is a certain learning curve in using them. 

So, the reuse capabilities of the testbench increase when the creator learns and develops their 

skills. 
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